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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

7 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

4 / 15

c) Target Market Size

5 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

1 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

3 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

20 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

6 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

10 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

2 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

3 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

1/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

0 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

22 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

7 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

7 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

1/5
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d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

5 / 10

Total Points - Team

20 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

20 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

10 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

2/5

d) Governance infrastructure

4 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

5 / 10

Total Points - Governance

41 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

N/A

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

N/A

Total Points - Regulatory

N/A

Total

103 / 225

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer: MCDEX, also known as MonteCarlo Dex, is a fully-permissionless DEX for trading perpetual contracts with
strong market liquidity and up to 15x leverage. The fully decentralized trading platform, powered by an AMM, allows
anyone to create a contract, which dramatically increases market diversification. The protocol introduced Mai Protocol
v3 , which is designed to prioritize censorship resistance, security, self-custody, and to function without any trusted
intermediaries. Mai Protocol builds a platform that is very similar to traditional derivatives trading platforms such as
dydx and Futureswap, however it is different by encapsulating the minting, exchange and redeeming operations for
position tokens. It also provides only two operations, Buy and Sell, for echo Market Protocol contract which means
that users can become depositors or borrowers. Depositors provide funds to borrowers in return for interest on their
deposit on a peer to contract or peer-to-pool system. MCDEX is a decentralised perpetual swap that is live on the
mainnet where anyone can create any perpetual market. The AMM has been designed to improve capital efficiency by
decreasing the slippage to attract more traders as well as provide liquidity. It runs one of the largest trading & liquidity
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mining programs in the decentralized perpetual market on BSC. Designed to optimize liquidity and attract traders to
BSC, MCDEX acts as one of the largest DEXs on BSC.
MCDEX app offers a variety of functions including Trade, Pool, Farm, Stats. The DAO section outlines the treasury
information and proposals; however, the proposals segment is not available yet.

Source: MCDEX
In terms of innovations, the most unique and innovative part about MCDEX’s ETH-PERP contract is the introduction of
the AMM (Automated Market Maker), which generates the funding rate, provides on-chain liquidity, and ensures
complete decentralization.
The AMM acts as a money lego for smart contracts to trade with MCDEX’s on-chain perpetual contracts, enabling
them to speculate, arbitrage and manage their portfolios. Furthermore, MCDEX involves the concept of shared liquidity
pool where multiple AMMs with the same collateral can use one liquidity pool where the profit of LP has to be
maximized in order to attract more LP to provide liquidity. The AMM has other advantages such as aggregating more
liquidity around index price and reducing LP risks when AMM holds positions. The highlight innovation of the V3 AMM
is its 1000x Uniswap’s capital efficiency. AMM V3 also applies other means to increase LP profit, including but not
limited to the adjustments of spread and slippage, as well as the funding payment which is unique in perpetual swaps.
The fact that the protocol allows anyone to create a perpetual market as well as share liquidity is quite commendable.
They appear to be attracting many players including Binance and have even been planning for an introduction to v4
soon. This also illustrates their focus and drive towards improving their products.
Despite the derivatives and perpetual markets growing, the concept of sharing liquidity and anyone being able to
create a market is new and other members might follow suit. However, other than this, the protocol does not appear to
have introduced any other major significant innovations that would distinguish them at the top. AMM innovations are
becoming more common in other Derivatives protocols such as Derify and Polysynth and for this reason the score
receives a -8. The concept of shared liquidity also does not come without risks with the risk of losing funds if the
contract is subjected to bugs and hacks or when platforms with an admin key or other privileged access leave users
vulnerable to rug pulls and exit scams. The protocol is operating in one of the toughest categories in Defi with a
constant fight for users bringing liquidity to the pool, efficiency and more.
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Score: 7

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer: The protocol has 2907 holders on Etherscan. According to Defi Llama, MCDEX currently has a TVL of $12.7m
and the breakdown consists of $6.69m on BSC, $4.78m on Arbitrum and $1.23m on Ethereum. The TVL has fallen
from a peak of $200m in October 2021, almost a 94% fall. This could have been due to the fall in market conditions as
well as Ethereum price but shows signs of struggling to capture their market fully. This might further be explained by
the inactiveness around the governance with their page being inactive for over 8 months. Their Dune Analytics
dashboards have also been deleted where one could have found the user metrics. This is further illustrated by the
significant revenue and volume drop from a peak of $3.3m and $5m respectively in October to almost none at all at
the moment which is a bit concerning and could be a reason for the massive drop in TVL.

Source: Token terminal
The protocol's AMM design does not appear to be as innovative with their market creation strategy as it is more likely
to be featured on other derivatives protocols. Furthermore, they do not appear to have a cultivated roadmap which
could also be a reason for the fall in numbers and inability to fully connect with users. For these reasons the score
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receives a low score of 4.
Score: 4

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer: Perpetual markets are one of the most growing and actively used financial products in the Defi ecosystem.
They have a powerful role in allowing users to express financial exposure and capture some pretty high yields during
extreme market conditions. Decentralized derivatives volume is predominantly made up of perpetual futures. Initially
led by Perpetual protocol, and more recently by dYdX, decentralized perpetual daily volume typically ranges around
$5B.

Source: Jumpcrypto
With decentralized protocols being permissionless and crypto penetration continuing to grow and reach more remote
parts of the world, several users who may not have access to centralized infrastructure will surely begin interacting
globally more via decentralized protocols.
DeFi derivatives market, on the other hand, is still in its infancy. The TVL of the DeFi derivatives market is
currently $2.16B, or roughly 3% of the total DeFi market. The TVL of the DeFi derivatives market was around $875
million in late 2020. That means that the market has grown by about 3x in just under two years. However, this is in
contrast to Q4 2021's value of $5B and this shows the volatility and factors of unpredictability in the market. Although
of a significant drop, the derivatives market is still in its early stages and would surely attract more users as the
markets start to recover from the current bear markets and more people get knowledge on perpetuals and Defi in
general.
The TAM (Total Available Market) for MCDEX would be the overall Defi Derivatives market across all chains which
stands at $2.16B. The protocol's SAM (Service Addressable Market) would be the market they can immediately serve
and this would be Binance as well as other perpetual traders which would be limited currently. This however, could be
reduced due to users preferences in other protocols as well as the protocol's liquidity.
SOM (Service Obtainable Market) holds the best market MCDEX can target and also would be the most important as
the protocol allows anyone to create markets and add liquidity. The Protocol is currently deployed in BSC and Arbitrum
L2 recently however, there is still room to attract more users from other chains. This reason as well as the derivatives
market being in its infancy stages makes the section receive a score of 5.
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Score: 5

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer: The perpetual market is a growing and competitive one. MCDEX biggest competitor is DyDx, which is an open
trading platform for perpetual futures. Another platform that has launched non-custodial perpetual markets is
Futureswap, which is a decentralized derivatives exchange that offers non-custodial trading products and Perpetual
Protocol, an on-chain perpetual futures DEX with deep liquidity and builder-ready composability. Below is a table
comparing MCDEX's to DyDx and Perpetual protocol in terms of TVL, Total revenue, volume and capital efficiency.
Following a selected competitors' excerpt is shown and by no means representing completeness.

Protocol

TVL ($)

Volume ($)

Revenue
30days ($)

Capital
Efficiency
%

Daily
users

DyDx

961.8m

59m

9.5m

6.13%

11

Perpetual
protocol

32.1m

8m

455k

24.9%

59

MCDEX

12.7m

145k

148$

1.14%

-

Source: Token terminal, Defi pulse, Dune Analytics.
As at June 7, 2022
MCDEX appears to have a lower TVL at $12.7m compared to DyDx's $961.8m and Perpetual protocol's $32.1m. Their
AMM design is innovative and allows anyone to create markets, however it appears to not have captured capital
efficiency yet with TVL with a low 1.14% compared to DyDx's 6.13% and Perpetual protocol's 24.9%. The protocol looks
like it is struggling to capture the market and this is evident in their low volumes and revenue. The protocol has also
deleted all their dashboards on Dune Analytics as well which is a cause for doubt. Their AMM also appears to be
struggling to efficiently utilize the TVL at 1.14% and for these reasons it scores a 1.
Score: 1

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
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Answer: MCDEX has the following partnerships:
●

Partnership with Math wallet to allow our users to conveniently manage their ERC-20 digital assets with
top-level security provided. However, this might be considered a necessity for perpetual protocols.

●

Binance Smart Chain for Ethereum compatibility. Their EVM compatibility makes the transfer of dApps
developer-friendly. The BSC native ecosystems are quite abundant and diverse is also another reason for the
partnership by MCDEX. However, this could potentially be a contrast in their context of decentralisation.

●

Strategic partnership with Indexed Finance on the development of passive portfolio management strategies
for the Ethereum network.

●

Band protocol to use their fully decentralized oracle solution that has capacity to provide real-time price
updates at precise update intervals without compromising security or having any centralized layers. The
partnership was aimed at securing V3 Launch With extensive and scalable Decentralized Oracles on Arbitrum.

The protocol does not have any major significant integrations other than Binance which would attract more users
through their EVM compatibility. The partnership with Math wallet is definitely a good baseline for partnership, but is
more or less a must have for every perpetual protocol. Even more integrations and partnerships would be required to
be more successful. Also the protocol seems to have integrated all the mainstream wallets however do not promote
math wallet directly anywhere. This could also be a reason for doubt whether the partnership is really fruitful.
They also utilize Chainlink where MCDEX’s perpetual contracts leverage Chainlink Oracles for Index Prices however,
this does not create unforkable value for the protocol and just appears to be a necessary integration. Also there aren't
many applications built on the protocol and for these reasons the section scores a 3.

Score: 3

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer: The $MCB token can be used for governance rights on voting on proposals as well as making decisions such
as treasury allocations and upgrading smart contracts. However, their voting page has been relatively inactive over the
last 8 months despite governance functionalitites still operating. Token holders can also receive mining rewards by
opening positions and staking their $MCB. The token is also used to provide liquidity to the AMM. $MCB can also be
sold for revenue however, accessibility of the token is limited and liquidity currently seems to be an issue on most of
their exchanges. Also, documentation on the mining rewards is limited. For these reasons the protocol receives a -4.
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Score: 6

b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer: The protocol announced new tokenomics in January 2021 where the already issued MCB will keep
circulating, but the total amount will reduce from 100 million to 10 million. As per their documentation,On June 1, 2021,
2,193,177 MCB had been issued with the following allocations:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1 million MCB belongs to the team, advisors and investors:
Dev Team: 484K
Advisors: 75K
Angel investor: 109K
Private token sale: 332K, Price 2.5USD/MCB
1,174,036 MCB belongs to Liquidity providers
19,141 MCB belongs to community contributors

Source: Etherscan
The top 100 holders collectively own 96.87% of $MCB while current total supply is 3,803,144. Further looking into their
etherscan contracts, with the top 30 contracts being smart contracts, the rest of the remaining 20 contracts appear to
hold less than 1%, which limits the chances of potential whales dumping the token ensuring long term commitment.
The protocol also initially allocated 2.25% linearly vesting for 2 years, 22.75% linearly vesting for 4 years for team,
community, and foundation. However, according to Liu Jie the founder, the problem is that the issue is not related to
the exchange’s performance, which may easily lead to an overissue without business growth, which is also what led to
the new tokenomics.
However, there are no specifications on the DAO treasury, especially on the importance and role of the DAO on the
new token issuance, and this makes it unclear how they will be used. Phrases like " For every new issuance, 75% is
for community incentive, and 25% belongs to the developers" might not be deemed enough at this point especially
after the new issuance. Overall, the new tokenomics seem to be reasonable and do a decent job at aligning
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stakeholders for the betterment of the protocol in terms of capturing value, even though it still hasn't yet. For this
reason the score receives a -5.
Score: 10

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer: According to the approved Proposal 19, the new Tokenomics states:
i) The total supply of MCB is 10,000,000;
ii) MCDEX DAO is responsible for the specific usage of the newly issued MCB;
iii). The speed of issuance will be under the following restrictions:
●
●

It is plausible to issue 1 MCB for 1 USD captured by the MCDEX DAO treasury
At least 0.2 MCB can be issued by one Ethereum block (approximately 1300MCB/day)

iv) . For every new issuance, 75% is for community incentive, and 25% belongs to the developers.
The new issuance model has limited incentives in place that improve the protocol and it is seen that the protocol's
new community incentive on the issuance model hasn't successfully benefited the holders with the revenue falling
from a peak of $3.3M to none at all. Some might also argue that 25% to the developers is a bit too much after the
burning. For this reason the section receives a score of 2.
Score: 2

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer: The protocol accrues value through their staking mechanism where if the holder would like to unstake, there
will be a 5% penalty of vMCB, which is distributed to other stakers. LPs are also generating a profit from liquidation
penalties. For instance trade has a liquidation penalty of 0.5%, then 0.5% of the position value will go to the LP liquidity
pool as liquidation penalty when the position is liquidated. 0.15% of the transaction amount of the whole platform
goes to the DAO’s vault. In such a way, the DAO vault is able to capture value.
Overall, staking appears to be the predominant way to accrue value. Also, with the protocol showing signs of
struggling to capture value, the mechanism appears unable to capture and distribute value with the low numbers of
volume as well as protocol revenue as shown in section 1d. For these reasons the score receives a -7.
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Score: 3

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer: The $MCB token is available on some CeXs as well DEXs. As for centralized exchanges, the token can be
found on FTX, MEXC Global, Hotbit and Hoo.com. However, liquidity on some exchanges such as FTX are low at
$6,398 as at June 4, 2022.
As for DEXs, the token can be found on Uniswap and Balancer. However the liquidity on the decentralized exchanges
do appear to not be enough to suffice protocol transactions with over $7,600 on Balancer and 269$ on Uniswap as at
June 4, 2022.

Source: Coingecko
The protocol can make the token more available on exchanges as well as it does not appear to have enough liquidity
on some of the exchanges. Also, the overall quality of the trading places could be put to question as well as potentially
many more users can also be acquired on other exchanges with better quality performances. For these reasons, the
score receives a -4.
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Score: 1

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer: There are no documented external use cases such as lending or yield farming for $MCB outside the protocol.
The uses are limited to within the protocol.
Score: 0

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer: The protocol's crunchbase only has 1 public employee and that is the founder and CEO Liu Jie, who was a
former architect at Baidu. Other than thus, not much information can be found about him.
Another notable public member on their Linkedin is Jennifer Chen, who is the Head of Marketing at MCDEX.
Kuan Chun Fu - Senior Software Engineer.
However, after a chat on their Discord, it appears that there is less focus on the publicity of the team, rather than
focusing on most decisions being made by the MCDEX DAO with some of the team members anonymous.
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Source: Discord
Looking into their Github, the protocol has over 10 main contributors named Soul, John , Jean Miao, rexee, ethereal,
hogan, osp.ng, mac0923 and Klee727. The core team is to some extent verifiable however their credibility still remains
speculative.

Score: 7

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer: Not much background information can be found regarding the founder Liu Jie. However, Github users
Mac0923 and rexee appear to be in the lead of Mai protocol and have over 1089 and 321 contributions respectively to
MCDEX over the past year.
Ethereal, Klee727 and osp.ng appear to be developers assisting with coding mainly in Solidity. John appears to have
prior experience dealing in the Defi sector and has contributed to Trust wallet as well as MCDEX.
Kuan Chun Fu, their senior software engineer, has a history of machine learning and data science and has worked for
Cobinhood and Lydia.
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Overall, the team appears to have the necessary experience to handle protocol operations especially on the tech side.
However, on the financial side not much history of experience could be found and for that reason the score receives a
-3.
Score: 7

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer: Other than occasional AMAs, they do not provide as many updates on their Youtube channels and the
updates on Discord are not as frequent. Also the quality of updates on their discord channel is not as frequent. The
AMAs also only talk about MCDEX and are not in the scope of public debate. Furthermore, the team does not
participate in sharing their thoughts to help raise intelligence and knowledge around the derivatives and perpetual
markets. For this reason, the score receives a -4.
Score: 1

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer: MCDEX DAO managed to raise over $7M from both reputable institutional investors such as DeFiance capital,
Daryl Lau, Robert Leshner as well as the community to bootstrap the liquidity.
Total 700K MCB was distributed to the investors of the initial round where MCB is from the community incentive part.
The team has also managed to get significant investors such as the likes of Binance and Alameda research. This
illustrates their ability to coordinate financial resources well within the DAO. Below is a breakdown of their treasury:
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Source: MCDEX
In regards to human resources, the protocol has an open bug bounty on immunefi of up to 100,000$ to ensure the
protocol covers its smart contracts and its critical frontend software and is focused on the prevention of loss of user
funds. They also advertise for jobs such as community manager and have a dedicated career section on their website.
The DAO treasury is supposed to capture the value generated by the protocol and benefit the MCB holders however
that is significantly questionable considering how the protocol is struggling to accrue revenue and capture volume.
The DAO is currently more of a blackox for most of the users as it remains widely unclear of how treasury resources
are handled.
The discord communication could also be improved especially in terms of coordinating and providing necessary
information and updates to the protocol users. For these reasons, the score gets a -5.
Score: 5

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
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Answer: Admin keys enable protocol developers to alter different parameters of their smart contract systems such as
oracles, interest rates and more. With security being one of the key factors, there is no admin key in the code to
maximize the decentralized characteristic of the protocol. Before getting published, all contracts and upgrades go
through strict audit as well as design of AMM’s financial structure being verified as well.
Score: 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer: MCB holders have the governance right in the MCDEX DAO. The MCDEX DAO governance includes:
●
●
●
●

Managing the specific usage of the treasury assets
Upgrading MCDEX DAO smart contract
Running numerous perpetual swaps as operator
Electing a multi-signature address when necessary. This multi-signature address will complete the routine
work representing MCDEX DAO as an operator

The protocol emphasises on most decisions being made by the MCDEX DAO to ensure full transparency and
ownership. An example is proposal 41 for hiring head of communications, a decision collectively voted on by the DAO.
The proposals are initiated by MCB holders, and the initiator’s MCB voting power has to be no less than 1% of the
issued total; however, the proposals seem to have a notably low number of votes per proposal despite MCDEX heavily
advocating DAO decisions be made by MCB holders. It illustrates an inefficiency in governance participation.
For these reasons the section receives a score of -5.
Score: 10

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer: There are over 40 proposals on their Governance voting app. The addresses voting vary with the lowest
having 3 addresses vote while the highest having 65 addresses. However, it is key to note that there is only one
proposal with 65 addresses voting. The rest of the proposals generally vary between 5 and 20 addresses. The
addresses also appear to be a diverse group of voters and not only a few. However, the last proposal appears to be
from September 2021 and the activities are not as active. There appears to be an overall decline in participation and
the voter groups. For this reason the score receives a -3.
Score: 2
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d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer: The protocol uses their own voting app to submit proposals as well as vote on them. They also have a
discord channel for updates on governance however the discussions and updates are not as frequent.

Source: Discord
Overall they have the basic infrastructure for governance and only have the 1 Discord channel as an entry point to
protocol governance where the quality of discussions itself can be improved on. It appears it generally takes a span of
at least a month between any updates on the channel. The documentation on their gitbook needs to be improved on
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as well and could also be a contributing factor to the protocol's struggle. For these reasons the score receives a -6.
Score: 4

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer: The protocol has a governance process on their docs. The governance proposal is firstly initiated by MCB
holders, where the initiator’s MCB voting power has to be no less than 1% of the issued total. The voting quorum is no
less than 5% of the issued total. The voting period lasts 72 hours having a time lock of 48 hours.
However, despite this, it would help if the governance process would be well outlined in an ownsection to provide more
clarity to users looking to participate in the governance process. For this reason the score receives a -5 for the lack of
robustness. For an already existing protocol, the DAO section information on Gitbook in its current form is pretty much
useless with a lack of detailed explanation and links. Missing documentation is definitely a weakening factor for
overall governance robustness.
Score: 5

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer: The protocol does not have any public information on the form of legal entity nor risk disclaimers.
Score: N/A

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer: The protocol does not have any documented legal jurisdiction attached to it. Their Twitter does not also show
their location.
Score: N/A
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